Hydrogen has been largely proposed as a possible fuel for internal combustion engines. The main advantage of burning hydrogen is the absence of carbon-based tailpipe emissions. Hydrogen's wide flammability also offers the advantage of very lean combustion and higher engine efficiency than conventional carbon-based fuels. In order to avoid abnormal combustion modes like pre-ignition and backfiring, as well as air displacement from hydrogen's large injected volume per cycle, direct injection of hydrogen after intake valve closure is the preferred mixture preparation method for hydrogen engines. The current work focused on computational studies of hydrogen injection and mixture formation for direct-injection spark-ignition engines. Hydrogen conditions at the injector's nozzle exit are typically sonic. Initially the characteristics of under-expanded sonic hydrogen jets were investigated in a quiescent environment using both Reynolds-Averaged NavierStokes (RANS) and Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) techniques. Various injection conditions were studied, including a reference case from the literature. Different nozzle geometries were investigated, including a straight nozzle with fixed cross section and a stepped nozzle design. LES captured details of the expansion shocks better than RANS and demonstrated several aspects of hydrogen's injection and mixing. Incylinder simulations were also performed with a side 6-hole injector using 70 and 100 bar injection pressure. Injection timing was set to just after inlet valve closure with duration of 6 μs and 8 μs, leading to global air-to-fuel equivalence ratios  typically in the region of 0.2-0.4. The engine intake air pressure was set to 1.5 bar absolute to mimic boosted operation. It was observed that hydrogen jet wall impingement was always prominent. Comparison with non-fuelled engine conditions demonstrated the degree of momentum exchange between in-cylinder hydrogen injection and air motion. LES highlighted details of hydrogen's spatial distribution throughout the injection duration and up to ignition timing. Higher peak velocities were predicted by LES, especially on the tumble plane. With the employed injection strategy, the areas closer to the cylinder wall were richer in fuel than the centre of the chamber close to the end of compression.
INTRODUCTION
Current increases in cost of fossil energy carriers, as well as international obligations to reduce CO 2 emission due to concerns about climate change, emphasize the importance of investigating alternative sources of energy. The concept of a wide hydrogen economy has been proposed since the mid1970s [1] . As a fuel for internal combustion (IC) engines, hydrogen has been recommended as a possible replacement for the current fossil fuels as it can be burnt in conventional engines without producing carbon-based emissions [1, 2] . It has a wide range of flammability [3, 4] that allows engines to operate very lean and at high efficiency. This can also lead to greatly reduced NO X emissions at equivalence ratios lower than about 0.5 [5] [6] [7] . In order to eliminate hydrogen abnormal combustion modes such as pre-ignition and backfiring [8] [9] [10] , injecting hydrogen directly into the combustion chamber (DI) after intake valves closure (IVC) has been proposed as a more suitable strategy in comparison to port fuel injection (PFI). Furthermore, closed-valve hydrogen DI eliminates issues related to air displacement from hydrogen's need of large injection durations due to its low density [11] [12] [13] [14] . It also provides great flexibility in optimising the engine's mixture formation, performance and emission characteristics through various injection strategies, including timing and duration of injection, injection pressure, injector location and nozzle configurations [15] [16] [17] .
Apart from injection strategy, intake air boosting can also have direct effects on the performance and efficiency of hydrogen-fuelled IC engines. Supercharging has been suggested as a promising possibility to increase the power output mainly in PFI hydrogen engines [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The idea of a boosted PFI hydrogen engine has been shown since the 1980s [18] [19] [20] . More recently, Berckmüller et al. [21] applied supercharging (1.8 bar) to increase the specific power output of a single-cylinder PFI engine by 30% in comparison to naturally aspirated operation. Al-Baghdadi and Al-Janabi [22] investigated the effects of compression ratio, equivalence ratio, and inlet pressure on the performance and NO X emissions of a carburetted supercharged hydrogen engine using quasi 1D modelling. Supercharging was found to be a more effective method of increasing the output of a hydrogen engine rather than increasing its compression ratio. Verhelst and Sierens [23] investigated two combustion strategies, leanburn and stoichiometric with variable Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR). Lean-burn was found to be better for low-load conditions than EGR, whilst for mid-load both strategies were found very similar in terms of indicated power and efficiency. However, NO X emissions were higher for the lean-burn strategy at all conditions. Finally they proposed a combination of EGR and inlet charge boosting (supercharging) to obtain the same power output for hydrogen engines as for identical gasoline ones, while maintaining very low NO X emissions. A PFI single-cylinder hydrogen engine was supercharged by Verhelst et al. [24] and it was found that stoichiometric mixtures when combined with EGR resulted in power output of up to 30% higher when compared to gasoline operation (although at lower efficiency compared to leanburn). Wallner et al. [25] studied a supercharged four-cylinder hydrogen engine on the usual urban drive cycle. Based on fuel consumption and NO X emissions, Wallner et al. [25] proposed a shift-gear strategy to optimize fuel economy based on a variable air/fuel strategy. It was also found that efficiency increased by about 1-2% when the air/fuel ratio was increased from λ=2 to λ=3 within low-load to high-load operation conditions; NO X emissions also showed beneficial effects as they decreased exponentially when air/fuel ratio increased from λ=2.25 to λ=3. In a series of experimental studies, Roy et al. [26] [27] [28] investigated performance and emission characteristics of a supercharged engine fuelled by hydrogen and mixtures of hydrogen with various other fuels. A pilot injection (Diesel) ignition process was used at the end of the compression stroke. Maximum thermal efficiency of the engine increased with the increase in hydrogen content in the fuels, especially in leaner operations, and neat hydrogen operation produced the highest thermal efficiency, about 13% higher than other fuels.
The majority of published work on boosted hydrogen engines has focused on PFI operation. However, increasing the charge pressure and temperature without careful intercooling can intensify the problems of abnormal combustion and NO X formation with PFI. Combination of boosted operation with DI can be adopted in hydrogen engines to obtain large power output with lean mixtures but very few studies can be found in the literature. Ohira et al. [29] investigated experimentally the emission characteristics of a hydrogen DI engine using different levels of boost pressure and air-to-fuel ratio. Hydrogen was injected at 70 bar and intake pressure was raised up to 8 bar. At intake manifold of 1.5 bar (fully open throttle) it was found that decreasing λ from 2.8 to 1.8 led to an increase of ~4 bar in Brake Mean Effective Pressure (BMEP). In order to maintain NO X to level lower than 10 ppm, it was found that λ must be kept at 2.4 or higher. In the same publication, Ohira et al. [29] also investigated different injection timings by means of Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) modelling. Their results highlighted difficulties in air-hydrogen mixing process predictions and the need for new CFD simulations; this conclusion was also based on Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements of the growth of hydrogen jets in the same paper. Nakagawa et al. [30] recently investigated the potential of achieving high power output, high thermal efficiency and near-zero NO X emissions by means of supercharged DI. It was reported that at the same BMEP the levels of NO X became lower as the intake air pressure increased. They obtained a maximum brake thermal efficiency of 34% at intake air pressure of 2 bar.
It is clear that fundamental understanding of the interaction between hydrogen's in-cylinder jets and in-cylinder air flow is essential for optimizing the mixture formation and combustion processes with either normal aspiration or boosting. However, studying injection processes with hydrogen fuelling is more complex than with liquid fuels or other gases, both experimentally and computationally. For example, hydrogen injection leads to sonic conditions at the nozzle that require significant computing time to resolve temporally and spatially. Additionally, hydrogen's specific nature means that it cannot be easily imaged and quantified in terms of concentration by 'standard' optical techniques, therefore increased cost and significant effort is needed to perform successful investigations.
The effects of fuel injection pressure and ambient density on the characteristics of hydrogen jets were investigated by Roy et al. [3] using high-speed imaging in a constant volume chamber using a pressure-swirl atomiser. In a research conducted by Wallner et al. [11] experimental in-cylinder pressure data and endoscopic chemiluminescence images were used to evaluate the effects of different side and centrally located injector nozzle designs on hydrogen engine performance and emissions. At low-load conditions, the side injectors showed higher thermal efficiency than the central ones. Kaiser and White [15] used PIV and Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) to study hydrogen injection and mixing in an optical DI engine with a side 6-hole injector for different injection strategies after IVC. The results demonstrated that the injection event changed profoundly the in-cylinder flow field. Rich and lean regions were separated by a mixing region with sharp instantaneous gradients and high standard deviation spatially coinciding with the local turbulence in the measured flow field. The PLIF work was expanded by Slazar and Kaiser [16] with different injector locations and nozzle configurations in combination with various injection timings.
Scarcelli et al. [12] used the same PLIF technique along with RANS modelling to understand the in-cylinder hydrogen distribution for a centrally mounted injector with different single-hole jetting orientations and at different injection timings after IVC at low-load engine conditions. For early injection, the flow field proved to have the main influence on the engine's efficiency. An injection direction which exploited the air tumble motion was found preferable for optimised mixture stratification around the spark-plug. For late injection, the flow field did not have a significant influence on the mixture formation process. In a later publication, Scarcelli et al. [17] used RANS and PLIF to study in-cylinder hydrogen injection with various injection strategies, injection pressures, and injector orientations. Realizable k-ε turbulence modelling was enabled. The simulation of a multi-hole nozzle showed the least accurate results in terms of both initial jet penetration and final fuel distribution. The authors' hypothesis was that the jet-to-jet interaction occurring in the under-expanded region was not captured with the used resolution. Increasing grid resolution and performing Large Eddy Simulation (LES) was suggested as the way forward to improve the accuracy of numerical predictions. The features of subsonic and sonic under-expanded hydrogen injection were studied by Owston et al. [13] . These authors performed RANS simulations of the effect of exit-to-chamber pressure ratio using 'standard' k-ε modelling. They highlighted that the higher the exit-tochamber pressure ratio, the higher the grid resolution required. Coarser resolution underpredicted mixing and increasing exitto-chamber pressure ratios resulted in decreasing penetration and increasing spreading rates for the sonic hydrogen jets. Increasing the ratio affected the expansion region, i.e. the barrel length and shock structure. The authors specifically concluded that the resolution that they employed was not adequate to resolve these details. Under-expanded jets have been studied for air and gaseous fuels (primarily natural gas), experimentally [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] and by LES [36] [37] [38] [39] . In a recent publication on under-expanded jets, Scarcelli et al. [40] validated RANS predictions of a sonic argon jet, injected at a flow rate corresponding to 100 bar nominal injection pressure into atmospheric environment, against experimental data obtained by means of X-ray radiography. The predictions of argon mass distribution along the jet axis were in agreement with the X-ray measurements, particularly far from the nozzle exit and close to the mixing region. Applying higher than first order discretization for the momentum equation in combination with a lower time step than about 0.1 s and finer grid resolution than 0.1 mm were suggested in order to reduce the discrepancy between RANS and experiments [40] . Hydrogen under-expanded jets pose several issues with their study due to their speed in excess of 1200 m/s, hence previous computational and experimental work on hydrogen is not as common. Drozda and Oefelein [41] applied large eddy simulation (LES) to investigate high pressure hydrogen injection for DI hydrogen engine applications. The LES results were compared against experimental shadowgraph images and showed good qualitative and quantitative agreement [41] .
Present Contribution
Previous work by other authors has discussed various aspects of hydrogen injection for DI engines. Numerical simulations have demonstrated their potential to predict features of the incylinder injection, flow interactions and mixture formation. However, they also highlighted the requirement for high spatial resolution in order to capture sonic flow effects, as well as the need for more sophisticated modelling based on LES. Previous work by a co-author of the current paper focused on spark-ignition and controlled auto-ignition studies of hydrogen combustion in an optical engine. The engine used a side 6-hole injector with a stepped nozzle, typical of gasoline DI systems. The combustion imaging results indicated distorted flame shapes whose origin was thought to be related to the momentum exchange between hydrogen jetting and incylinder air-flow [4, 14, 42] . As far as boosted hydrogen engines are concerned, most of the published work has been done with PFI. The aim of the current wok was to computationally study the effect of in-cylinder DI injection and mixing on the flow field and fuel concentration at ignition timing using a DI combustion system at boosted operation. High spatial and temporal resolution was applied in order to perform direct comparison between RANS and LES. The specific objectives of the work are summarised below:
 RANS of hydrogen injection from a single orifice injector in a quiescent environment to compare against previous RANS work with the same conditions.  RANS and LES of hydrogen injection in a quiescent environment using a single orifice straight nozzle and a stepped injector-hole geometry in order to study the effects of nozzle design on hydrogen's jetting characteristics.  Study of the shock behaviour of under-expanded hydrogen jets for different ratios of injection/ambient pressure.  RANS and LES of in-cylinder flow, hydrogen injection and mixing with a 6-hole side injector up to the end of compression.
The results are discussed in conjunction with effects of injection pressure, injection duration and time from the start of injection.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY
Various codes were initially considered in this investigation. KIVA, OpenFOAM and STAR-CCM+ were all examined and were compared with existing results from the same engine obtained by STAR-CD simulations, as well as PIV and Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) (published earlier in [43] ). Finally, it was decided to use STAR-CCM+ for the objectives of the current work, although it is expected that benchmark calculations with all codes will be discussed in a future publication. RANS work was performed with the 'standard' high-Reynolds number k-ε model [44] , whilst for LES the standard Smagorinsky [45] model was employed.
Nozzle-Hole Geometry and Grid
In order to validate the capabilities of the computational frame work to capture the important characteristics of the underexpanded sonic hydrogen jets a RANS test case was prepared based on computational data from literature [13] . A cylindrical computational grid with 10 cm diameter and 16 cm length containing ~4.0 million hexahedral cells was created. The nozzle was a simple orifice with a diameter D of 1 mm. A very refined area with D/20 spacing resolution in both axial and radial directions was created very close to the nozzle exit in order to capture the expansion shocks structure. This refined area had a size of 10D in the axial direction and 5D in the radial. Following that refined area, the grid's spacing was gradually increased to a cell size of ~0.5 mm uniformly distributed throughout the rest of the computational domain. Stagnation inlet was used as boundary condition at the nozzle exit, no-slip wall condition was used at the side wall, and pressure boundary was applied at the bottom boundary. Nozzle exit conditions for pressure, velocity and temperature were calculated to be 21.47 bar, 1363 m/s, and 320 K, respectively. Initial conditions inside the domain were set to 330 K in temperature, 10 kg/m 3 in density, and quiescent in nature.
Following this test case, the work focused on simulations of hydrogen jest from straight and stepped nozzle holes. Stepped injector geometries are typical for multi-hole injectors for gasoline direction injection engines. Such a type of injector has been used by at University College London for optical studies of hydrogen combustion in a single-cylinder DI research engine [14] . The geometry of the holes was characterized by creating castings of the injector holes, using techniques described in [46] as shown in Figure 1 , and the diameter of the outer and inner hole was measured to be 0.2 mm and 0.4 mm, respectively. The depth of the injector hole was measured to be ~0.66 mm, divided equally between the narrow and wide nozzle-hole sections. The geometry was modeled by integrating it to a reservoir tank and a fixed volume wall-bounded chamber (using a converging nozzle), as shown in Figure 2 . The total pressure and temperature of the fuel reservoir were 100 bar and 320 K, respectively. The temperature for the chamber was 358 K; in order to investigate the effect of pressure ratio on under-expanded hydrogen jets, two different chamber pressures of 1.5 bar and 6 bar were considered. The chamber was 50 mm in height and 40 mm in diameter.
Figure 1. Microscopic images of the stepped injector hole (left) and its casting (right).
In order to capture the structure of the jet inside the stepped injector and very close to the injector exit, special grid refinements were used. A global maximum cell size of 0.8 mm was selected for the main chamber. The cell size close to the walls was adjusted to be between 0.3 mm to 0.5 mm. Two special refinement areas were designed in order to resolve the volume of the stepped injector and areas close to the converging nozzle inlet and also nozzle expansion and exit regions. For the finest area, the cell size was 0.02 mm, equally distributed in all directions. For the refined area further downstream of the nozzle exit, a uniform cell size of 0.1 mm was applied. In total ~7 million hexahedral cells resolved the computational domain; see Figure 2 . An identical approach was used to create a polyhedral grid as well for the stepped injector, as also shown in Figure 2 ; this was ~5 million cells in size. Finally a hexahedral grid was prepared for a nozzle of fixed diameter 0.2 mm, equivalent to the dimensions of the stepped injector, hence ~7 million cells in size. Both RANS and LES studies were conducted on those grids.
Figure 2. Zoomed view of the middle section plane of the computational grids used for the stepped injector simulations, hexahedral (left), polyhedral (right).
All test cases have been numbered and summarised in Table 1 . 
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mm Engine Geometry and Grid
The engine geometry in which the present computational work was performed corresponds to one cylinder of a 4-cylinder 2-liter engine. The structure and characteristics of the in-cylinder flow for this engine has been investigated previously by means of PIV, LDV and RANS [43] using normally aspirated conditions. Table 2 summarizes important geometrical and operational characteristics of the engine (where °CA corresponds to degrees Crank Angle).
Creating structured hexahedral grids for complex geometries, such as advanced IC engines with complex pent-roof and ports shapes, is very time consuming and in some cases it can be impossible to capture all details of the combustion chamber. For the current work, a methodology had to be developed to create new faithful moving grids that could be compatible with the current capabilities of STAR-CCM+ (and other codes like OpenFOAM). Specifically, a dynamic grid methodology was employed that could account piston and valve motion throughout the cycle. Piston and valve velocity profiles with 0.1° CA temporal resolution were given to the code as a tabular input file. Typically, for every 10-15 mm of the piston's stroke motion, the computational domain was replaced by a new grid in order to avoid potential numerical issues from highly compressed or stretched computational cells. Furthermore, close to opening or closure of the valves, where the piston's stroke motion is slow and the valve's opening/closing gap is small with the valve moving rapidly at the same time, the domain was replaced by a new grid more frequently (to avoid further issues of local cell deformation, high skewness, etc.). The computational grid of the engine was a hybrid grid: hexahedral cells were used to resolve the piston's swap volume; polyhedral cells were employed for the pent-roof and intake ports. In total a sum of 24 hybrid grids were used to solve the full intake and compression strokes. For the compression stroke after IVC the intake ports were eliminated from the computational domain in order to save computational cost.
The maximum cell size close to the walls was chosen to be 0.4-0.7 mm and the maximum cell size inside the computational domain was set to be 0.8 mm. The computational grid of the swept volume varied from ~3.0 million hexahedral cells at the end of the intake stroke to ~500,000 cells at the end of the compression stroke; this was used for airflow simulations. For the in-cylinder hydrogen injection simulations, greater resolution was required to capture the physical process involved, hence a grid of about 6 million cells was prepared, with about 2.5 million cells in the pent-roof. The minimum cell size of this grid was ~0.04 mm at the injection nozzle location.
RANS was used to simulate the intake and compression strokes of the engine, including the process of hydrogen injection. LES was only used to predict the hydrogen-air mixture formation after IVC by initialization based on the RANS calculated flow field at IVC. Identical hexahedral grids were used in the swap volume for both RANS and LES grids for direct comparison. At the end of compression the pent-roof volume was resolved by trimmed hexahedral cells. Second order discretization schemes were used for both RANS and LES. A time step of 0.1° CA was selected for RANS during the intake and compression strokes under non-fuelled conditions. During the hydrogen injection process, a time step of 0.02° CA was used for both RANS and LES.
In-Cylinder Hydrogen Injection
A multi-hole injector with stepped nozzle geometry was used for the in-cylinder simulations. The injector had a 6-hole arrangement that consisted of two groups of 3 asymmetric holes and was mounted 45° incline on the intake side between the intake valves as shown in Figure 3 . According to previous experimental work with this injector and hydrogen fuelling [4, 14] it was decided to adopt the injector orientation with the two sets of plumes pointing upwards towards the pent-roof. The orientation of each injector hole was set based on angles measured from gasoline spray images previously acquired with this injector [47] .
Two injection durations of 6 ms (54° CA) and 8 ms (72° CA) were employed, as well as 70 bar and 100 bar injection pressure with 320 K total temperature. The respective global equivalence ratios are shown in Table 3 . For LES, the study was done with both injection durations but for 100 bar injection pressure only. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Under-Expanded Hydrogen Jets
Before introducing the results, some basics of under-expanded jet behavior are explained here for completeness.
The three major flow categories of a gas flow jet issued from a circular nozzle are subsonic, moderately under-expanded jet, and highly under-expanded; see Figure 4 for under-expanded cases [31] . When the critical pressure ratio is reached, which is 1.889 for hydrogen, a very weak normal shock is expected to form at the exit. Increasing this pressure ratio has significant effects on the shock. Above a particular ratio, a pattern of diamond-shape shocks composed of crossing oblique shock waves is established in the jet core. At very high pressure ratios the structure of the first shock 'cell' start to change; along the centerline, the pressure becomes so low relative to ambient that the recompression in the remainder of the cell reaches the limiting value for conical shocks, and the required compression occurs through a normal shock known as Mach disk. A sonic jet is categorized as highly underexpanded if the Mach disk exists in its expansion region. By further increase in pressure ratio, the Mach disk increases in height and diameter. Immediately downstream of the disk, the flow is subsonic. A slip line divides the surrounding subsonic and sonic core regions of the oblique shock. For moderately high pressure ratios the subsonic core region is quickly accelerated and becomes supersonic once again near the beginning of the second shock cell. In this case the second cell behaves like the first cell and even holds a similar normal shock. For very high pressure ratios, the structure downstream of the first cell is affected by the very strong normal shock in the first cell and the flow decays through a formation of oblique shocks. A mixing region surrounds the core as usual, but its radial diffusion is small which results in an extremely long highly under-expanded core. Far downstream, a typical subsonic decay occurs. 
Reference Test Case
As already mentioned, initially a RANS test case was chosen from the literature [13] in order to set a baseline comparison between the current methodology and previously published work by other authors; see Test Case 1 in Table 1 . Figure 5 compares the jet penetration of this case as calculated by the current authors work with what reproduced from [13] . It is seen that there is about ~15% higher penetration with the current methodology. In turn, Figure 6 illustrates some important flow characteristics of this case close to the nozzle exit at 100 μs ASOI; the quantities shown have been normalized by their value at the nozzle exit. It is clear that a higher maximum value of Ma, about 2.5, was captured in comparison to the value of ~1.7 in [13] . The oscillations of the Mach graph in Figure 6 also show that the current simulation captured 6 shocks over a length of 10 mm from the nozzle exit (10D); the original publication captured only one shock. This detail in resolving the shocks is also illustrated by the computational prediction of the pressure field shown in Figure  7 in grey scale; no legend is given here as the limits of the scale were simply adjusted to make the shocks as clearly visible as possible. With reference to Figure 4 , the phenomena of Figure 7 can be categorized as those of a moderately underexpanded jet (no Mach disk present; pattern of first cell followed by diamond shape shocks that cover the jet core). The detailed observations are due to the much finer grid resolution used over the first 10 mm (10D) distance from the nozzle here than that used in [13] . The larger penetration is an effect of capturing those shock details and higher velocity magnitude close to the nozzle exit.
It should be noted that due to the negative Joule-Thomson coefficient of hydrogen (unlike most gases hydrogen warms up during a sudden expansion process), temperature profile characteristics very close to the nozzle exit cannot be captured by using an ideal gas equation of state. The present work used an ideal gas equation; therefore, the temperature profile in Figure 6 very close to the nozzle exit may not be Figure 8 shows the development of transient hydrogen jets for Test Cases 2-7 of Figure 9 compares the RANS and LES ability to capture shock structures close to the nozzle exit for the four different cases of the stepped injector (Test Cases 2, 4-6). A grey scale legend is used in Figure 9 (b) and 9(d) to offer better visualization of the shock structure (as done earlier in Figure 7 too). LES clearly predicted a more detailed shock behavior than RANS. Increasing the ambient pressure from 1.5 bar to 6 bar caused a lower flow acceleration after the Mach disk. For all test cases the sonic condition occurred at the exit of the 0.2 mm inner hole of the stepped design. Figure 10 shows the Mach disk for the straight nozzle (Test Case 7). The height of the Mach disk (H disk ) can be calculated using the empirical relation in Equation (1) . The value of the constant C has been suggested to be 0.67 for pressure ratios higher than 10 and 0.55 for smaller pressure ratios [35, 39] . For the pressure ratio of ~67 of Test Case 7 in Figure 10 , using C=0.67, the height of the Mach disk H disk is calculated to be ~5.5 times greater than the nozzle diameter (D=0.2 mm). This is the same to the height obtained from the computational results of Figure 10 .
Straight and Stepped Nozzles
The width of the Mach disk (W disk ) can also be estimated using a similar empirical relation to Equation (1). However, the respective constant C w is highly dependent on the pressure ratio. For nitrogen, the value of C w increases for higher pressure ratios; for instance, when the pressure ratio increased from 4 to 8, C w was calculated to vary from 0.15 to 0.7 in [39] . Assuming hydrogen as an ideal gas and with similar Mach disk characteristics to nitrogen, Equation (1) may be used to estimate the width of the Mach disk W disk for under-expanded hydrogen jets. Although there are no data available for C w for hydrogen jets under extreme pressure ratios, for the pressure ratio of ~67 in Figure 10 , any value of C w greater than 0.12 would result in a wider disk than the nozzle exit, applying Equation (1). As it can be seen in Figure 10 , the Mach disk is ~4 times wider than the inner nozzle diameter of 0.2 mm, therefore, based on Equation (1) and for a pressure ratio of ~67, the coefficient C w would have a value of ~0.49 for hydrogen. This is in qualitative agreement with the results of the under-expanded argon jet of [40] . X H2 Figure 9 illustrates that the existence of the step restricted the jet's expansion in the radial direction and reduced the width of the Mach disk to a level smaller than the inner diameter.
Comparison between Figures 9 and 10 shows that the stepped design also reduced the height of the disk to almost half of the height that the Mach disk would have in the same pressure ratios with the straight nozzle design. Further computational studies are being performed by the authors of the current paper in order to find a correlation between C w and injection pressure for extreme pressure ratios in both stepped and straight nozzle designs. Figure 11 compares hydrogen's tip penetration for Test Cases 2-7 (0.1% hydrogen mole fraction was as tip threshold). It can be observed that the stepped nozzle of Test Case 2 leads to higher penetration than that of the straight nozzle of Test Case 7. The Mach number profile very close to the nozzle exit is shown in Figure 12 at 100 μs ASOI. It is clear that the straight hole injector leads to a large initial peak, as also illustrated by the strong Mach disk of Figure 10 ; then the speed decays to subsonic values. In contrast, the stepped injector demonstrates several peaks in Figure 12 as a result of several shocks, and supersonic conditions throughout. Therefore, the lower hydrogen tip penetration of the straight nozzle Test case 7) can be a result of the sudden drop in velocity magnitude and the occurrence of subsonic/sonic conditions further downstream.
It is also clear that the LES calculation of Test Case 4 predicted shorter penetration than the same case simulated by RANS (Test Case 2), especially from 50 μs ASOI. This case corresponded to a pressure ratio in excess of 65. In contrast when comparing Test Case 5 (RANS) and Test Case 6 (LES) with a pressure ratio of about 17, the penetration of LES is larger than that of RANS. This difference in penetration behavior between Test Cases 2 & 4 and 5 & 6 is believed to stem from shock phenomena related to pressure ratio. For the lower pressure ratio, the Mach number of RANS after the first shocks decays steadily to subsonic values, whilst for LES it remains steadily supersonic for the first 40D (8 mm). For the larger pressure ratio, RANS predicts the same number of shocks to that of LES; however, the effect weakens after ~30D (6 mm). The lower penetration by LES on this occasion is primarily a result of the increased radial expansion of the jet close to the nozzle as shown in Figure 8 (in comparison to RANS) and also highlighted by the close-up LES images of Test Cases 4 and 6 in Figure 13 . The lower pressure ratio leads to weaker shocks and smaller jet tip vortices, hence a weaker effect on the jet's expansion in radial direction. Hydrogen is injected at 240° CA ATDC (i.e. soon after IVC) for 6 ms (54° CA). Due to the orientation of the injector holes the vertical plane does not cut through any hole. In Figure 14 and subsequent similar figures, the range of hydrogen mole fraction has been dynamically varied during the injection to demonstrate more prominently differences between various injection strategies and methods. Figure 15 shows a comparison between the same two test cases on a horizontal plane located 10 mm below the engine's fire face (intake valves at the top, exhaust valves at the bottom of the circular bore). For both injection pressures the main airfuel mixing process starts after the occurrence of multiple hydrogen jet impingements on the cylinder wall and piston. After the End of the Injection (EOI) very inhomogeneous mixture has been produced with the rich zones located close to the pent-roof and cylinder walls on the exhaust side of the engine. For the 100 bar case the rich area penetrates further towards the middle of the cylinder. The particular injectorhole orientation, jet-wall impingement and the piston's upward motion lead to a circulating tumble motion of the hydrogen cloud. This circulation helps dispersion of the fuel and causes the rich area to move from the exhaust side towards the intake. At 310° CA ATDC, i.e. 16° CA AEOI, there is a very lean mixture on top of the combustion chamber and for the rest of the compression stroke. For 70 bar injection, hydrogen is seen to occupy most of the combustion chamber by 330° CA ATDC, whilst for 100 bar this occurs ~20° CA earlier (i.e. at 310° CA ATDC). Even that late in the compression the mixture is still not homogenous and rich zones are present in the vicinity of piston and exhaust. Figure 16 compares the RANS results of the 8 ms injection duration on both vertical tumble and 10 mm horizontal planes. For 100 bar injection pressure, at the EOI hydrogen already occupies all the combustion chamber volume, while for 70 bar hydrogen occupies most of the domain about 10-15° CA after EOI. As more fuel is injected in 8 ms in comparison to 6 ms, a thicker rich mixture zone has formed in the vicinity of the piston at the end of the compression stroke. The richest mixture in both test cases is located in the exhaust quenching zone, similarly to the 6 ms test case. For 6 ms injection duration, the volume just downstream of the injector becomes almost devoid of hydrogen after EOI. For 8 ms injection duration with both 70 and 100 bar injection pressure, just after the EOI, the hydrogen cloud has reached the injector vicinity due to the circulating tumble shape motion. For both 70 and 100 bar injection pressure with 6 ms and 8 ms injection duration it is observed that the circulating hydrogen cloud passes under the spark plug and hits the wall on the intake side causing a fairly lean mixture zone to be created around the spark plug. However, injector orientation and injection timing are two important factors that can be adjusted in order to ensure the required hydrogen concentration around the spark plug, hence there is scope for further study and optimization. Figure 17 compares RANS and LES results during the injection process with 100 bar pressure on the vertical tumble and 10 mm horizontal plane. Figures 18 and 19 compare RANS and LES predictions of post-injection mixing for 6 ms and 8 ms injection durations, respectively. The general 'bulk' shape of the impinging hydrogen jets and fuel cloud are similar between RANS and LES. RANS captures longer evolution for the hydrogen cloud towards the intake side on the central tumble plane but LES predicts a longer penetration on either side of this plane, i.e. under the intake valves, as shown on the horizontal plane. The general locations of the rich mixture zones for both 6 ms and 8 ms at the end of the compression stroke are predicted fairly the same by RANS and LES. Figures 20 and 21 compare the respective maps of equivalence ratio at the end of the compression stroke for the two injection pressures and both 6 ms and 8 ms injection durations. RANS generally predicts higher concentration of fuel over a larger area close to the engine walls particularly on the exhaust side in comparison to LES. It should be noted that for a fairer comparison between the two turbulence modelling approaches, RANS results should be compared to average results of multi-cycle LES simulations; although the current comparison has still its merits in terms of deviation from an ensemble mean. Multi-cycle LES of hydrogen injection is being performed at the moment by the current authors.
LES Modelling
The global equivalence ratio for 70 bar injection pressure for 6 ms duration was 0.23 (Table 3 ). Figure 20 shows that at the end of compression the largest portion of the engine volume has higher equivalence ratio than the global one, whilst some areas are very lean. The global equivalence ratio for 100 bar injection pressure and 6 ms duration was calculated to be 0.32. From Figure 20 on this occasion it is clear that the majority of the combustion chamber is close the global as the higher flow rate allowed faster mixing. From the 100 bar case of Figure 20 it is also observed that RANS predicts a larger central 'channel' of hydrogen flow towards the intake side on the vertical symmetry plane that persists throughout 310° CA to 330° CA ATDC. LES also shows this 'channel' at 310° CA ATDC but it predicts rapid mixing of this by 330° CA ATDC. Figure 21 illustrates that for 8 ms injection duration and 70 bar injection pressure the largest portion of in-cylinder area at the end of compression has mainly similar equivalence ratio to the global ratio of 0.3 (Table 3 ). For the same injection duration but with 100 bar injection pressure, the predicted RANS equivalence ratio field is spatially quite close to the global value of 0.42, but also with some noticeable rich regions larger than 0.6. LES captured similar 'bulk' equivalence ratio maps to those of RANS and it seems that mixing was not faster than RANS at the end of compression as observed with 6ms LES and RANS in Figure 20 . exhaust side while the second vortex fans out the hydrogen toward the intake side and helps forming a tumble-like circulating motion. For 100 bar injection the pent-roof vortex seems to rotate faster than the one of the 70 bar case which means that it can transport more amount of fuel in a fixed period as more fuel is present inside the domain for 100 bar injection pressure. A high velocity area is noticed in both 70 bar and 100 bar cases on the tumble plane on the intake side; this structure moves further towards the intake quenching zone for 100 bar injection than for 70 bar. At 330° CA ATDC the maximum velocity magnitude is reduced to ~15 m/s on both vertical and horizontal planes. At this timing the pent-roof tumble vortex becomes clearer but the piston-top vortex seems to weaken in comparison to what observed at 320° CA ATDC. The latter is combined by the presence of a clearer counterclockwise vortex inside the exhaust quenching zone at the corners of the fire face on the exhaust side. In Figure 23 at 320° CA ATDC on the 4 mm horizontal plane a counter-rotating vortex pair operates primarily on the intake side. The counter-rotating vortex pair for 100 bar injection pressure has higher velocity than the one for 70 bar injection pressure, as indicated by the vectors on the symmetry plane and close to the wall. At 330° CA ATDC the velocity magnitude close to the wall was increased, and that in the middle decreased, indicating strong momentum exchange, especially for the 100 bar case.
In Figure 22 , LES predicts similar bulk structure but with higher velocity magnitude than RANS on the central tumble plane, typically of the order 25 m/s. On the horizontal plane in Figure 23 , the maximum velocity magnitude is the same between RANS and LES predictions. The structures of the previously described rotating vortexes on the vertical and horizontal planes are not as clear in the LES results Specifically, a vortex is located on the exhaust side of the engine, similarly to the 6 ms injection case, and another vortex is located under intake side between the two valves. The interaction between the streams fanned by the exhaust side, with the streams produced by the intake side vortex, causes strong streams toward the pent-roof wall on the exhaust side.
On the horizontal plane at 320° CA ATDC in Figure 25 a pair of counter-rotating vortices is not as clearly formed as that shown in Figure 23 . However, the vortex pair does become visible at 330° CA ATDC and similar flow momentum exchange can be observed to that in Figure 23 . LES predicts ~5 m/s larger peak velocity magnitude than RANS on the tumble plane, but on the horizontal plane the differences in maximum velocity magnitude between RANS and LES are much smaller. 
CONCLUSIONS
The present work focused on computational studies of hydrogen jets and mixture formation using RANS and LES. Different injection pressures and injector nozzles were studied in a quiescent environment. Additionally, different injection pressures and durations were simulated in an engine operating at 1500 RPM with 1.5 bar intake pressure. The main conclusions of this work can be summarized as follows:
 LES resolves the shock structures close to the nozzle in sharper detail than RANS on an identical computational grid. LES predicts higher number of barrel-shape shocks than RANS does after the Mach disk. LES also predicts jet-air interaction phenomena close to the jet boundary that RANS does not, including mixing related to the strong initial shock. Although no hydrogen experimental data were available for direct comparison, the LES prediction of hydrogen-air mixing was found qualitatively comparable with experimental results available in the literature for other gases. It is also clear that grid density is critical in resolving such complex flow features and beneficial even with RANS.  With large injection to ambient pressure ratio (~67), RANS predicted higher jet penetration than LES while for lower ratio (~17), LES predicted longer penetration. This may be due to the fact that, unlike RANS, LES was able to resolve the shock structure and spatial jet fluctuations in the radial direction, particularly in first 20 s ASOI.  The stepped-shape design of the injector nozzle was found to introduce two main effects. First, it restricted expansion of the hydrogen jet just after the inner nozzle-hole exit. This caused a smaller Mach disk and narrower underexpanded jet. Secondly, it led to higher axial penetration than the straight fixed diameter nozzle design.  In-cylinder hydrogen injection with a 6-hole asymmetric side injector showed multiple hydrogen jet impingements onto the opposite cylinder wall and piston crown. These were prominent factors in mixture formation with both 70 bar and 100 bar injection pressure, using injection timing soon after intake valve closure and either 6 ms or 8 ms injection duration. Typically the areas close to walls on the exhaust side were richer in fuel.  In-cylinder LES demonstrated details of local hydrogenair mixing structures. However, considering that running LES and, in particular, averaging over many cycles can be too computationally expensive, RANS can be used to achieve an initial understanding of the mixing processes in hydrogen-fuelled engines. The 'bulk' shape of the fuel cloud structure and motion, both during injection and after the end of the injection were predicted with RANS similarly to LES.  With 6 ms injection duration, the area downstream of the injector turned out to be nearly devoid of hydrogen soon after the end of injection and took longer to mix with the already injected hydrogen. For 8 ms duration though, the hydrogen cloud had already recirculated and reached the injector vicinity by the end of injection.  With the injection strategies employed, even with 100 bar injection pressure and 8 ms injection duration it was not possible to achieve a fairly homogenous mixture at the close to the end of compression. Further optimisation is needed to obtain a suitable in-cylinder fuel concentration map at ignition timing.  The process of hydrogen injection changed the in-cylinder flow field significantly. Close to the end of compression a stronger tumble structure was observed than without injection; peak in-cylinder velocities were of the order 20 m/s whilst for the non-fuelled engine peak values of just 5-6 m/s were recorded. Similarly, on horizontal planes, stronger counter-rotating vortical structures were observed than in the case without fuelling.  LES captured higher instantaneous velocity magnitude than RANS by about 5 m/s and the main 'average' flow structures of the RANS velocity field were not always as clearly distinguished in the LES velocity fields. This highlights the need for multi-cycle LES for direct comparison with RANS but also the potential for studying cyclic variability effects in hydrogen engines using LES.
Current work is focused on other injection strategies and intake pressure conditions for optimisation of in-cylinder mixture formation. Injector nozzle designs also require optimisation. For example, it is believed that with latest manufacturing methods, e.g. Laser drilling, the shape of the internal geometry of the hole can also be individually designed to achieve optimised hydrogen jetting, penetration and mixing characteristics. In terms of methodology, various real gas equations of state are being implemented and sensitivity of the results to those is being studied. Higher spatial and temporal resolution of LES is also under investigation for shock capturing and subsequent mixing.
